BERG Trampoline comparison
BERG Elite

BERG Champion

BERG Favorit

Ø 330, 380 and 430 cm

Ø 270, 330, 380 and 430 cm

Ø 270, 330, 380 and 430 cm

Also available as BERG Ultim Elite and
BERG Grand Elite

Also available as BERG Ultim Champion and
BERG Grand Champion

Also available as BERG Grand Favorit

BERG Trampoline summary

BERG Talent

Ø 180, 240 and 300 cm

BERG

Trampoline

On a rectangular trampoline you can jump over the entire length.
The jumps that you make on a rectangular trampoline are more
controlled. That’s why rectangular trampolines are used by top
performers at the Olympic Games. The shape ensures that the
trampoline fits perfectly in almost any garden.
Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*

Jumping comfort: Quality:

★★★★★

★★★★★

Warranty
Warranty

Warranty:
Frame:
Protective edge:
Jumping mat:
Springs:

13 years*
135years*
years
5 years
2
2 years
years
5
5 years
years

UV-resistant
protective edge***

Jumping comfort: Quality:

Jumping comfort: Quality:

Jumping comfort: Quality:

★★★★★

★★★★

★★★

★★★★

Warranty

13 years*
2 years
2 years
5 years

UV-resistant
protective edge***

UV5

UV10
Protective edge

Protective edge

UV-resistant
protective edge***

Protective edge
380 mm

30 mm

30 mm
13 years*

Warranty:
Frame:
Protective edge:
Jumping mat:
Springs:

UV-resistant
protective edge***

10 mm

17 mm
290 mm
17 mm

Jumping mat

2 years
Less resistance while jumping,
5 years
which is why you can make
higher jumps.

Less resistance while jumping,
which is why you can make
higher jumps.

Durable jumping mat made
from very strong woven
material.

Durable jumping mat made
from very strong woven
material.

TwinSpring
Gold springs

TwinSpring
Gold springs

GoldSpring
Solo springs

GoldSpring
Talent springs

Because these springs are placed
at an angle, they are extra long
and extremely flexible without
reducing the jumping surface.

Because these springs are placed
at an angle, they are extra long
and extremely flexible without
reducing the jumping surface.

The GoldSpring Solo springs are
longer than the springs on the
Talent. As a result, these springs
are more flexible.

These short springs ensure
that you have as much jumping
surface as possible on smaller
trampolines.

Frame:

Galvanised and black finish**

Frame:

Galvanised

The frame of a round trampoline is very strong. On a round
trampoline you always jump towards the centre. The best
jumps are made in the centre of a round trampoline. This
is because the tension on the springs and the frame is
equally divided when jumping.

Protective edge

Jumping mat

Frame:

Perfect Jump Area GoldSpring Solo*
Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*

BERG Trampoline

AirFlow jumping mat

Galvanised and black finish**

Perfect Jump Area GoldSpring Solo*
Perfect Jump Area TwinSpring*
* TwinSpring springs are fitted on the Elite and Champion trampolines as standard.

Frame:

Galvanised

BERG Regular +
Safety Net
Safety Net Deluxe

Safety Net Deluxe

Safety Net Comfort

Safety Net Comfort

• Arched construction for extra
stability and safety
• Superior quality safety net

• Arched construction for extra
stability and safety
• Superior quality safety net

• Stylish design
• 8 poles

• Stylish design
• 6 poles

* On registration at bergtoys.com/registration. ** InGround trampolines have a zinc coating and no black finish.
*** The UV values mentioned are a BERG Classification. This is not an official UV factor.
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BERG Trampoline comparison

Trampoline

The oval shape combines the efficient strength of a round frame
with the large jumping surface of a rectangular trampoline. On
an oval trampoline you can make some nice jumps over the
entire length.

5 years*
1 year
2 years
2 years

UV

20 mm
380 mm

AirFlow jumping5mat
years

8 years*
2 years
2 years
2 years

BERG

★★
Warranty

Warranty:
Frame:
Protective edge:
Jumping mat:
Springs:

UV4

30 mm
400 mm

Warranty

Warranty:
Frame:
Protective edge:
Jumping mat:
Springs:

★★★

If you prefer not to dig a hole in
your garden, a high trampoline is
a good choice. A high trampoline
is easy to install and move
around. A high trampoline is also
clearly visible in your garden.

BERG InGround +
Safety Net

BERG InGround
(Sports)

A sunken trampoline with a
safety net has a low threshold,
making it easy and safe to
step onto. The InGround
trampoline is less visible in the
garden than a high trampoline.

The sunken trampoline
without safety net (sports)
is nicely concealed in your
garden. The low threshold of
20/27 centimetres makes the
trampoline easy and safe to
step onto.

BERG FlatGround
A FlatGround trampoline
integrates seamlessly with
your garden. This is because
the protective edge of the
trampoline is completely level
with the garden. This makes
the trampoline unobtrusive
and very easy to step onto.

BERG Trampoline summary
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